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KELLY DEMPSEY

Kelly is a self-taught fashion designer from a small town outside of Boston. Kelly credits sifting

through 25 cent bins at thrift stores as a child, to her innate eclectic design instincts that later

landed her runner-up on Season 14 of                     .      Kelly is most known for creating highly

unique textiles from unexpected & unconventional materials. Soon after, Kelly publicly debuted

her creative vision in which is now known as Rack Addik. 

Kelly embraces fashion as a creative outlet, and as a child, her mother ran a craft store out of

their home in Massachusetts. Kelly spent countless hours watching her mother create everything

from wind-chimes made from forks they found at yard sales, to hand sewn clothing. While

growing up and being ridiculed for her beloved thrift store finds, Kelly felt a deep desire at around

the age of 9, to transform her secondhand clothing into something completely new, to overcome

the negativity & create a style all her own. From that moment, a spark ignited and Kelly has since

been driven to inspire others not to label themselves by a particular situation, but instead look

within to regain the power we all have.

Today, Rack Addik stands strong in celebrating everyone's own individual imagination.  A product

of a creative space, Kelly's knack for design has quickly made a name for herself throughout the

industry.

Project Runway.
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OLIVIA DWYER

Olivia grew up in Newcastle, ME and received her BFA in fashion and textiles at Maine College of

Art in 2018. She is currently based in Portland, ME and works at MECA in the fashion and textiles

department. Since graduating, she has worked as a production seamstress, product developer and

sample seamstress, and continued throughout to design independently. Her personal work centers

around human emotion, as well as the impact of fashion on the environment.

Olivia was the winner of Project Upcycle 2019!

LAYLA SHELL

Layla is a designer at Timberland, where she is responsible for researching and developing

seasonal trends, color and materials for the brand.  A New England native, Layla studied Textile

Design in Philadelphia and abroad in Florence, Italy.  Her love for blending art, science and design

problem-solving has taken her career on a journey from designing automotive textiles for major

OEM’s, to athletic performance materials at New Balance, to her current role at Timberland.  She

loves that she is able to employ her creative talents within a brand that embodies more than just

product…a brand that is about community and is passionate about serving others and truly

making the world a better place.


